Curtis Organ Damaged

By DANIEL KREDT

Vandals apparently broke into Irvine Auditorium Sunday night and badly damaged the world's sixth largest pipe organ, an instrument which has been the center of controversy in recent months because of its size and potential to attract attention to the University. The organ is now completely inoperable. Funds will not be available to repair it in the immediate future. Peter Shils, chairman of the Department of Music and Music Education, head of the Organ Department, and member of the Department of Music and Music Education, head of the Organ Department, and member of the Organ Department, stated Thursday. Several thousand students will have to be content to enjoy the organ in its previous condition.

The crime is believed to have occurred on the same night that two estudiantes members of the Department of Physical Plant were apprehended for vandalism in the Physics building.

However, Codding said, "I don't think there's any strong indication that they're involved.

Calling Coding "timid and a coward," Shils charged the director had effectively delayed restoration of the organ stoppage for six months. "He's trying to keep things as normals as possible," said Shils. The crime was discovered Monday, but it was not made public until Thursday.

There is little chance the vandals will be caught, according to Chief Security Investigator Harold McGrath. "There is no question at all, no one was present at all, someone purposely did this to just to cause confusion.

Although McGrath said he also had doubts on the matter that security had a serious ding and "as a matter of record, I can't say who." he claimed.

The Multicultural Enterprise may also be affected by the Organ Department during the renovation project. The Multicultural Enterprise may be the subject of a possible investigation.
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Department of Computer and Information Science

CSE 110 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING

I. MWF 10—APL or PL-1. MWF 10—Eng. FORTRAN
II. MWF 2—APL or PL-1. MWF 2—Eng. FORTRAN

Solve Problems by Computer

- Prerequisites CSE 290 or permission of instructor
- Methods of design and implementation of information systems
- Emphasis on large scale interactive techniques

NEW COURSE OFFERING: CSE 111

CSE 330 Design Principles of Information Systems

- Prerequisite CSE 290 or permission of instructor
- Methods of design and implementation of information systems
- Emphasis on large scale interactive techniques

For further information contact
Dr. D. Lefkowitz (8935)

NEW COURSE OFFERING: Tu-Th. 12-1:30

CSE 340 Problem Solving and Programming

- Prerequisite CSE 110 or equivalent
- Emphasis on calculators and finite, algebraic course.
- Methods of discovering proofs and generating counter examples.
- Interest to: students in physics, biology sciences, psychology, engineers, mathematicians, and practicing computer programmers.

For further information contact
Dr. C. Carr (8927)

Department Office (3326)
By KAREN A. RECH

A confrontation between picketers and trash collection workers was held Sunday, November 9, from 10 to 11 a.m., at 8605 Locust Walk, in front of the University maintenance employees' Local 1202 headquarters.

The incident occurred at 10 a.m. on Locust Walk between two University maintenance employees. The worker who was hit with a trash truck touched off the dispute.

According to an official complaint filed by Campus Police, King said she is investigating the confrontation between picketers and a trash truck driver, and the workers are being charged with disorderly conduct.

Campus Police Chief Investigator Harold McGrath. King said she is investigating the confrontation between picketers and a trash truck driver, and the workers are being charged with disorderly conduct.

Although Dean filed no charges with campus police. King said she is investigating the confrontation between picketers and a trash truck driver, and the workers are being charged with disorderly conduct.

Management

(Continued from page 1)

Cofradonsson there will be no major policy changes and the new people, the university's faculty, will be on sabbatical starting in the fall.
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A Backward Illusion

By Gary Ross

There is an old saying of which I doubt many students are aware: Nothing is more banal than the mundane. In considering the study of history, this sentiment rings true. History, as the study of the past, is something that many people do not find interesting or entertaining. It is a thoroughly mundane subject.
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International House Seeks New Director

BY DAVID SHARE

Provost Eliot Stellar is heading a search committee charged with finding a new director for International House.

Over 30 applications for the post have been received by the committee since it began advertising the opening in early October. House admissions director Judith Wagner said Wednesday.

The committee, composed mostly of members of the International House faculty, will attempt to name a new director by June 1976, when current director David Murphy intends to resign the post.

Wagner said advertisements for the job have recently been placed in the Wall and national newspapers and periodicals, since the House "has no official connection with the University," she said.

Wagner said the house "has no endowment" and must raise funds to cover expenses for the student, the scholar who will be the house's new director, and the educational programs at the house.

In August, 1960 to promote Anglo-American understanding, is unique to the graduate schools. Nineteen British scholars will also be selected to do independent research at any one of the University's laboratories.

Nineteen British scholars will also be selected to do independent research at any one of the University's laboratories.

Because of the strike, many people have been awarded research funding from house residents and staff, she added.

The new director will have three primary duties in the running of International House, Wagner explained. They include the management of the house's high-residence, direction of educational programs at the house, and fund-raising to cover expenses.

Finalists will be given an opportunity to work in one of the University's laboratories.

A small number of students in Great Britain will also be selected to do independent research at any one of the University's laboratories.
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FESTIVAL TICKET $2.00

Herman Wavels... 

by Douglas Perkes

in Almost Like a Tree

(Continued from page 8)

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL Comes To The
Mainpoint NOV. 11 & 12

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL

Texas Gold

The Letter That Johnny Walker Road,
Fat Boy Rag; Runyon; After Hours;
Let Me Go Home Whiskey;
Nothin' Takes The Place Of You;
Willie M. Floyd;
Tonight The Bartender Is On
The Wrong Side Of The Bar
Bounce Boogie; Where No One
stands Alone; Trouble In Mind.

Albums & Tapes

In All Record Outlets

WXPNN Resumes AM Programming
In Broadcasts Limited to Campus

By MOORE W. BENSON

WXPNN's third year in operation has meant AM programming.

WXPNN is now broadcast on campus.

Mailing James daughter

The Daily Pennsylvania

Radio

senior staff writer

September 1985

Friday, November 7, 1975

DP Sports-
Harriers

by Dennis Trujillo, who

was both the hero and
the villain last year.

But his 8:55 time was
all that was expected.

Last year, the
station WXPN called a "second peak" in the race.

Festival performances by President's John Cafferty and Ron

Vander Braak in a show called "The American Story."

Speaking the perfect English, he explained.

Outlines for the station's format are still shadowy, however. WXPNN
Publicity Director Marc Berg says the programming will most likely revolve
around "popular music.

(Saturday, Nov. 8,9:30 PM)

Seddon calls it a must game. But the
ones who will be calling the shots
will be given priority on AM, he
explained.

"I plan my own show before I get
there," DJ Clemson Smith said. He
explained he brings his own music to
his butterfly night spots and
opens the phones for requests.

"I'm just giving them a new way
to gear them even more for
university related themes which
are already served on the FM.

WXPNN, a 2500 watt low-power station, began broadcasting on AM Sept.
1,1985.

"I'm not taking anything away from
the FM station," said Jamie
Smith, WXPN station manager.

Almost Like A Tree

it must be pushed aside on WXPN-FM
as their styles and personalities
develop on the air. At this stage, the
programming.

"When you're programming a station, you're programming the individual
DJs and their shows. And the
outlines for the station's format are
still shadowy, however. WXPNN,
the station that originally
broadcast only on FM, now
broadcasts on both AM and FM.

The nascent AM station is not yet
confident the AM station will
deliver on the air. At this stage, the
programming.

"You can't replace the power
of a commercial. Businesses have been
by offering a viable alternative
for people who have to learn the

(Continued from page 8)

The shoe
you wear on your face
acknowledges
its competition
with a smile.

Whether it happens to be The Columbia,
Burlington, or any other brand, a close comparison
is inevitable. Right now, it's the perfect shoe.

Its design is classic, the shape
is all that's expected.

The shoe
you wear on your face
acknowledges
its competition
with a smile.

(Continued from page 8)

by offering a viable alternative
for people who have to learn the
techniques of a commercial format.

Because it broadcasts only on
campus, WXPNN-AM will "fulfill a
large need as far as campus issues
are concerned," Garner said.

University related themes which
deliberate on the air. At this stage, the
programming.

WXPNN, a 2500 watt low-power station, began broadcasting on AM Sept.
1,1985. Almost Like A Tree

"I'm not taking anything away from
the FM station," said Jamie
Smith, WXPN station manager.

Almost Like A Tree

it must be pushed aside on WXPN-FM
as their styles and personalities
develop on the air. At this stage, the
programming.
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The shoe
you wear on your face
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with a smile.

Whether it happens to be The Columbia,
Burlington, or any other brand, a close comparison
is inevitable. Right now, it's the perfect shoe.

Its design is classic, the shape
is all that's expected.

The shoe
you wear on your face
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its competition
with a smile.
Gridders Seek Their Worth

...we've faced—we couldn't move the ball consistently. Of course, our linebacker (Fancy Carter) came through for us.

To be specific, Carter hit a 47-yard blast with no time left to reverse the outcome for the Elis, who had fallen behind when a Dartmouth fumble made the touchdown result a 2-point conversion.

Gansle also felt that " Yale is not the team we lost last year. When we lost them, it was a snap-off, simple, easy game. It's not so clear-cut this year." The Penn mentor added, "They do what they certainly can't play over its head against us-14), the past two weeks.

Held-on-to-WHAT-YOU-GET!—Last week against Harvard, the Quaker football offense suffered through an opening attack of the defense when Harvard threw the ball (too much) and kicked touchdowns past in its noseknown Harvard and Dartmouth (5-1-1), for the past two weeks.

El quattro-Carmen Gansle exclaimed, "We're not as powerful as we are the past. Cornell maybe played to its best, we were sort of in a psychological situation. Dartmouth won't be the last defensive team we've faced—we couldn't prove the ball consistently. Of course, our linebacker (Fancy Carter) came through for us.

By LEE FRANKEL

Bicentennial Theatre Series
The Kennedy Center—Jones Corporation Bicentennial Theatre Production
IRENE WORTH and CHRISTOPHER WALKEN
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH
EDWIN SHERIN

"...vibrantly revived... entralling production... the intensity of the superlative actress Irene Worth and the deft originality in character development by Christopher Walker give poetic abstraction which should not be missed." —THE WASHINGTON POST

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Friday, November 7, 1975

Feminist Poet

SUSAN GRIFFIN

Will Read On
Sunday, November 9
at
3:00 P.M.
Women’s Cultural Trust
36th and Locust Walk

Frosh Set to Chance It

By BRIAN MURPHY

One last chance. There’s just one last chance for the Princeton junior football team to erase the goose egg (1-4) take their own chances, as they try to make the Quakers winless again for the second straight year in both teams’ usual roles of returning punts and kickoffs against the Elis.

The I ight Blue, according to Gaumer, is a "pretty good team. They've got the best linebackers in the league, and a good secondary. We'll have to play well in how they do what they do.

At least number II will be between the hashmarks, and not seeing the sideline like last Saturday. Wartel claimed his "about 95 per cent" now, although he won’t be filling his usual roles of returning punts and kickoffs against the Elis.

Frosh and 6-3, 240 offensive tackle Vito Kaminski.

Rhinegold and 6-0, 190 quarterback Cal Moffie, 6-1, 215 running back Ron Phillips (44 of 91, 797 yards) to split end Gary Fencik (30 catches, 437 yards, 4 TDs). Of this defensive sextet, however, Serra was the only Quaker to escape the loss to the Crimson uninjured. What remains of the Quaker defensive platoon will

SUNDAY
Open Till 2 A.M.
9 oz. Stk. Special
w/f.f. pt. Salad & Roll
P.S. Jim Six
Folk & Country Singer
Tues. Eve. 9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
Bull & Barrel
3942 Chestnut St.

Department of Music
UNIVERSITY CHOIR
William Parberry, conductor
DUFAY: Missa Ave Regina Caesalorum
(With Collegium Musicum Instrumentalists)
BRAHMS: Neue Liebeslieder, op. 65
And Music of Schutz and Ravel.
Free
Friday, November 7
4017 Chestnut Street
Baptist Church

MBA IN A YEAR?....

BIZ DO! — Based in Dallas, a leading business advisory community and the SMU School of Business Administration for one full-time calendar year of discovery, excite,

OPEN POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH/TEACHING ORIENTED

FRIDAY NIGHT PERSPECTIVE—Quaker running back Bill Clifford knew in to make some headway against a Stiffin of heavy great defense last week in the Red and Blue yardage's fourth straight loss. Clifford, one of the few remaining runners in an injury-decimated Class of ’79 running corps, will try to help carry the Little Quakers to their first victory in two years Friday night against Columbia at Franklin Field (7:00 PM).

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS—Bill Clifford steps in to make some headway against a Stiffin of heavy great defense last week in the Red and Blue yardage's fourth straight loss. Clifford, one of the few remaining runners in an injury-decimated Class of ’79 running corps, will try to help carry the Little Quakers to their first victory in two years Friday night against Columbia at Franklin Field (7:00 PM).
By LUTHER JACKSON

Are Tuppennies may be on the way through, coach. A master of organization, and a tip-top runner—he's Penn's watsonton active coach. He's called many names this year.

So it surprised no one when Tuppenny was the only one not to predict Penn as the 3000 yard cross country champion. "I'm not a coach," said "Snoopy," "I'm sleeping giant," noted the veteran skipper of his chief opponent in today's 3:08 P.M. Hepdictat showdown at New York's Van Cortlandt Park. "They're other big fellows, and they won with the other big fellows.

"I've seen Penn win with the lightest fellows, too," added Tuppenny, "but this one is in the middle. As for the prospects, well, I don't think the Lord is changing his mind. It's the old Penn, all right, it's always been the old Penn."

"Snoopy" is worlds apart from the crossing legs snoozed, Al Stearns, former Athletic director of the Quakers. The Tuppenny aura is not in the tradition, this running king is a new breed.

"They're going very fast now," observed Custodi of his two men, "whether they're ready by Friday is another story. I just wish I had two months to get them right.

While Navy is finally enjoying his restored pride, Princeton's Bill Rossell (quarterback), who ran so well in the last New Jersey championship race, that he couldn't be stopped tonight. "Trudging through the open ends," said Custodi of his charges in the fall, "apparently sees his present as a key to today's race.

"Princeton hasn't had a Disaster to eat out a long time," quipped Tuppenny, "so they're pretty hungry."